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Important items indicated *. All items listed have been subject to appropriate refereeing.

Books written are prefixed by B, books edited by E, book chapters by C, single author publications by S, joint author publications by J, notes and reviews by R, articles in press by A, papers under revision by PR and submitted articles by SU.

Books:


B3 2006 (Feb. 17th) Bayesian networks and probabilistic inference in forensic science. John Wiley & Sons Ltd, 354 pp. (second author; first author F. Taroni, and P. Garbolino (3rd) and A. Biedermann (4th)).

B4 2010 (April) Data analysis in forensic science: a Bayesian decision perspective, John Wiley & Sons Ltd, about 300 pp. (fifth author, other authors are F. Taroni(1st), S.Bozza(2nd), P. Garbolino(3rd), A. Biedermann(4th)).

B5 2014 (Dec. 2013) Evidential value of multivariate physicochemical data. John Wiley and Sons Ltd. (320pp) (fourth author: other authors are G. Zadora (1st), A. Martyna (2nd), D. Ramos (3rd)).

B6 2014 Bayesian networks and probabilistic inference in forensic science. John Wiley and Sons Ltd, (2nd edition, about 500 pp) (fifth author; other authors are F. Taroni(1st), A. Biedermann(2nd), S.Bozza(3rd), P. Garbolino(4th))

B7 2019 Statistics and the Evaluation of Evidence for Forensic Scientists. (3rd edition) John Wiley and Sons Ltd., planned 600 pp. (with F.Taroni (2nd author), A. Biedermann (3rd) and S. Bozza (4th)) ; deadline for submission of manuscript: 28th February 2019)

E1 1991* (Edited jointly with D.A. Stoney, myself as Principal Editor.) The Use of Statistics in Forensic Science, Ellis Horwood, Chichester, 240 pp. (Includes two contributions by CGGA, one as sole author (S6), one as joint author (J12)).

Book chapters:


Papers:

Sole author


Joint author


J35 2002  Lucy, D. and Aitken, C.G.G. The role of roster data and evidence of attendance in cases of suspected excess deaths in a medical context. Law, Probability and Risk, 1, 141-160. https://doi.org/10.1093/lpr/1.2.141


**Notes, reviews, etc.**

| R1 | 1985 | (with M.V. Thrusfield) An introduction to veterinary observational studies. Society for Veterinary Epidemiology and Preventive Medicine, 35pp. |


R12 1996  (with F. Taroni) Interpretation of scientific evidence (Refereed letter to Editor), Science and Justice, 36, 290-292.


R15* 1998  (Aitken, C.G.G. and Taroni, F.) A verbal scale for the interpretation of evidence (Refereed letter to Editor), Science and Justice, 38, 279-281. (M)


Accepted papers


Amici Brief

2006 Re: People v. Michael Johnson, California Supreme Court, No. S144821.

2007 Re: People v. Dennis Louis Nelson, California Supreme Court No. S147051